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ABSTRACT

Encryption refers to algorithmic schemes that encode plain text into non-readable

form or cyphertext, providing privacy. The receiver of the encrypted text uses a

"key" to decrypt the message, returning it to its original plain text form. The key is

the trigger mechanism to the algorithm. Until the advent of the Internet, encryption

was rarely used by the public, but was largely a military tool. Today, with online

marketing, banking, healthcare and other services, even the average householder is

aware of encryption. The implementation of this project will be based on Rapid

Application Design Methodology (RAD) and will be more focusing on research and

finding, ideas and the implementation of the algorithm, and finally running and

testing the algorithm. References and theories to support the research of 'RSA

Encryption/Decryption using Java' have been disclosed in Literature Review

section. The results of the project are discussed in that particular chapter, followed

by the conclusion and recommendations.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

Encryption and decryption are common techniques in cryptography, the scientific

discipline behind secure communications. Today, encryption has become crucial for

secure electronic communication such as credit card transactions over the Internet, email

privacy, etc. Can we trust these secure channels? Do they provide sufficient security or

do we risk ruining our checking account? This is the important thing for us to learn which

of the many encryption methods are secure andwhich oneswe betterdon't rely on.

Encryption refers to algorithmic schemes that encode plain text into non-readable form or

cyphertext, providing privacy. The receiver of the encrypted text uses a "key" to decrypt

the message, returning it to its original plain text form. The key is the trigger mechanism

to the algorithm.

Web browsers will encrypt text automatically when connected to a secure server,

evidenced by an address beginning with https. The server decrypts the text upon its

arrival, but as the information travels between computers, interception of the transmission

will notbe fruitful to anyone "listening in." They would only seeunreadable gibberish.

There are many types of encryption and not all of it is reliable. The same computer power

that yields strong encryption can beused to break weak encryption schemes. Initially, 64-

bit encryption was thought to be quite strong, but today 128-bit encryption is the

standard, and this will undoubtedly change again in the future.

Encryption can also be applied to an entire volume or drive. To use the drive, it is

"mounted" using a special decryption key. In this state the drive can be used and read

normally. When finished, the drive is dismounted and returns to an encrypted state,
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unreadable by interlopers, Trojan horses, spyware or snoops. Some people choose to keep

financial programs or other sensitive data on encrypted drives.

Encryption schemes are categorized as being symmetric or asymmetric. Symmetric key

algorithms such as Blowfish, AES and DES, work with a single, prearranged key that is

shared between sender and receiver. This key both encrypts and decrypts text. In

asymmetric encryption schemes, such as RSA and Diffie-Hellman, the scheme creates a

"key pair" for the user: a public key and a private key. The public key can be published

online for senders to use to encrypt text that will be sent to the owner of the public key.

Once encrypted, the cyphertext cannot be decrypted except by the one who holds the

private key of that key pair. This algorithm is based around the two keys working in

conjunction with each other. Asymmetric encryption is considered one step more secure

than symmetric encryption, because the decryption key can be kept private.

Strong encryption makes data private, but not necessarily secure. To be secure, the

recipient of the data - often a server - must be positively identified as being the

approved party. This is usually accomplished online using digital signatures or

certificates.

As more people realize the open nature of the Internet, email and instant messaging,

encryption will undoubtedly become more popular. Without encryption, information

passed on the Internet is not only available for virtually anyone to snag and read, but is

often stored for years on servers that can change hands or become compromised in any

number of ways. For all of these reasons encryption is a goal worth pursuing.
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1.1.1 RSA Algorithm

The RSA algorithm is named after Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Len Adleman, who

invented it in 1977 [RIVE78]. The basic technique was first discovered in 1973 by

Clifford Cocks, a British mathematician working for GCHQ, described an equivalent

system in an internal document. Given the relatively expensive computers needed to

implement it at the time it was mostly considered a curiosity and, as far as is publicly

known, was never deployed. His discovery, however, was not revealed until 1997 due

to its top-secret classification.

The algorithm was patented by MIT in 1983 in the United States of America as U.S.

Patent 4,405,829. It expired on 21 September 2000. Since the algorithm had been

published prior to patent application, regulations in much of the rest of the world

precluded patents elsewhere. Had Cocks' work been publicly known, a patent in the

US would not have been possible either.

The RSA algorithm can be used for both public key encryption and digital signatures.

Its security is based on the difficulty of factoring large integers.

The security of the RSA cryptosystem is based on two mathematical problems: the

problem of factoring very large numbers, and the RSA problem. Full decryption of an

RSA ciphertext is thought to be infeasible on the assumption that both of these

problems are hard, i.e., no efficient algorithm exists for solving them. Providing

security against partial decryption may require the addition of a secure padding

scheme.

The key length for a secure RSA transmission is typically 1024 bits. 512 bits is now

no longer considered secure. For more security, use 2048 or even 4096 bits. With the

faster computers available today, the time taken to encrypt and decrypt even with a

4096-bit modulus really isn't an issue anymore. In practice, it is still effectively

impossible for user or to crack a message encrypted with a 512-bit key. An
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organization like the NSA who has the latest supercomputers can probably crack it by

brute force in a reasonable time, if they choose to put their resources to work on it.

The longer your information is needed to be kept secure, the longer the key you

should use. If we are encrypting the plaintext with a conventional symmetrical

algorithm like DES, our session key is going to be 64 bits long. Triple DES will need

192 bits, and AES will need up to 256 bits. That gives us lots of security.

1.1.2 JAVA language

Java has gained enormous popularity since it first appeared. Its rapid ascension and

wide acceptance can be traced to its design and programming features, particularly in

its promise that you can write a program once, and run it anywhere. Java was chosen

as the programming language for this project. As stated in Java language whitepaper

by Sun Microsystems: "Java is a simple, object-oriented, distributed, interpreted,

robust, secure, architecture neutral, portable, multithreaded, and dynamic." Below are

the characteristic of JAVA that makes the language become a perfect choice for this

project.

Security

Java is one of the first programming languages to consider security as part of its

design. The Java language, compiler, interpreter, and runtime environment were each

developed with security in mind. The compiler, interpreter, and Java-compatible

browsers all contain several levels of security measures that are designed to reduce

the risk of security compromise, loss of data and program integrity, and damage to

system users. Considering the enormous security problems associated with executing

potentially entrusted code in a secure manner and across multiple execution

environments, Java's security measures are far ahead of even those developed to

secure military systems. C and C++ do not have any intrinsic securitycapabilities.
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Reliability

Security and reliability go hand in hand. Security measures cannot be implemented

with any degree of assurance without a reliable framework for program execution.

Java provides multiple levels of reliability measures, beginning with the Java

language itself. Many of the features of C and C++ that are detrimental to program

reliability, such as pointers and automatic type conversion, are avoided in Java. The

Java compiler provides several levels of additional checks to identify type

mismatches and other inconsistencies. The Java runtime system duplicates many of

the checks performed by the compiler and performs additional checks to verify that

the executable byte codes form a valid Java program.

The Virtual Machine: Java VM

This VM sits, metaphorically, between the Java program and the machine it is

running on, offering the program an "abstract computer" that executes the Java code

and guarantees certain behaviors regardless of the underlying hardware or software

platform. Java compilers thus turn Java programs not into assembly language for a

particular machine but into a platform-neutral "byte code" that the machine-specific

VM interprets on the fly.

The Java VM also enforces security policies, providing a sandbox that limits what the

Java program can do. A Java applet cannot, for example, peek into arbitrary files on

the machine it's running on. The most recent version of Java from Sun, known as Java

Development Kit (JDK) 1.1, though, provides no consistent method for an applet to

request restricted system resources. This capability will be available in JDK 1.2 or

later versions.
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Java is Robust

Robust means reliable and no programming language can really assure reliability.

Java puts a lot of emphasis on early checking for possible errors, as Java compilers

are able to detect many problems that would first show up during execution time in

other languages. Java eliminates certain types of programming constructs in other

languages that are prone to errors. For instance, Java does not support pointers, which

eliminates the possibility of overwriting memory and corrupting data. Java has a

runtime exception-handling feature to provide programming support for robustness,

and can catch and respond to an exceptional situation so that the program can

continue its normal execution and terminate gracefully when a runtime error occurs.

1.2 Problem Statement

1.2.1 Problem Identification

By analyzing the current situation, problem that can be identified are the

implementation of the algorithm, to encrypt and decrypt messages, which we call;

cryptography. In cryptography, size does matter. The larger the key, the harder it is to

crack a block of encrypted data. The reason that large keys offer more protection is

almost obvious; computers have made it easier to attack ciphertext by using brute

force methods. Although the impact is slower in processing encrypt and decrypt data,

it is guaranteed secured. Cryptography not only protects data from theft or alteration,

but can also be used for user authentication. There are, in general, three types of

cryptographic schemes typically used to accomplish these goals: secret key (or

symmetric) cryptography, public-key (or asymmetric) cryptography, and hash

functions. In all cases, the initial unencrypted data is referred to as plaintext. It is

encrypted into ciphertext, which will in turn be decrypted into usable plaintext.
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Conventional Encryption

Insecure

channel

Kiss nasi sna*

Secure channel

Figure 1.2.1: Conventional Encryption

• Uses a shared key

• Problem of communicating a large message in secret is reduced to

communicating a small key in secret.

Public-key Encryption

•vnuuubu-. i insecure

channel

Private

cey

Figure 1.2.2: Public- key encryption

Uses matched public/private key pairs
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• Anyone can encrypt with the public key, only one person can decrypt with the

private key

Key Agreement

SidSE iatSH P

Key agreement

Figure 1.2.3: Key agreement

Allows two parties to agree on a shared key

Provides part of the required secure channel for exchanging a conventional

encryption key

Hash Functions

Data Data

Message hash

Figure 1.2.4; Hash functions



• Creates a unique "fingerprint" for a message

• Anyone can alter the data and calculate a new hash value

-Hash has to be protected in some way

For this project, the cryptography scheme that will be used is public-key

cryptography. The problemthat has been identifiedis listed as below:

• The implementation of RSA algorithm. The algorithm involving mathematical

problems; factoring large integers.

1.2.2 Significant of the Project

The significant of the project is to provide a secured and unstable system for user.

With the information technology that rapidly changing nowadays, security matters

should be move parallel with it in order to maintain security and privacy of users in

the world of no barriers. The implementation of the algorithm (this project) is one of

the ways to prevent the data beingread or kept by other person.

1.3 Objective and Scope of Study

1.3.1 Objectives

The objectives of this project are:

1. Learn the most prominent classical and modern ciphers to understand how

modernencryption techniques can protect our privacy.

2. To learn how RSA encryption work using Java.

3. To implement the RSA algorithm.
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1.3.2 Scope of study

The scope of study for this project is to implement a system that can encrypt and

decrypt message using a certain key which is, in this case, RSA. As what been stated

earlier, encryption is one of the issues nowadays becoming a crucial and important

concern to protect your data over the internet.

Throughout the research done for this project is how the RSA algorithm works using

Java language. The algorithm needs to be understood in order to implement the codes

for encrypt and decrypt the messages.

RSA, as asymmetric encryption uses a separate key for encryption and decryption.

The decryption key is very hard to derive from the encryption key. The encryption

key is public so that anyone can encrypt a message. However, the decryption key is

private, so that only the receiver is able to decrypt the message. It is common to set

up "key-pairs" within a network so that each user has a public and private key. The

public key is made available to everyone so that they can send messages, but the

private key is only made available to the person it belongsto.

As what can be concluded, the scope of study for this project is more to research and

findings of howto implement the algorithm and to understand the algorithm itself. As

the output for the project, a working code of the encryption using RSA keys will be

implemented and will be showed.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND/OR THEORY

"Whether you realize it or not, someone is watching every email and transmission you

send on the Internet. If you don't believe me, I would encourage you to read up on the

Echelon project, http://www.heise.de/tp/english/inhalt/te/6929/l.html and on Carnivore,

http://commons.somewhere.com/rre/2000/RRE.Public.Demo.of.Carni.html. The Echelon

is an international project run by the National Security Agency that is supposedly capable

of intercepting all communications around the globe. Additionally, it was recently

disclosed that the Carnivore system is being installed strategic locations at ISP data

centers. The Carnivore is a box that's capable in sorting through Internet traffic to capture

the traffic of 'suspects'.

If you still don't believe me, try sending a stream of threatening messages to a friend via

email with keywords like "nuclear bomb" and "assassination" or "chemical andbiological

weapons" and see what happens. In any case, the need for encryption is becoming very

important. There's nothing to keep your ISP from reading all of your email and watching

you surf the Web. So my advice is, when sending anything over the Internet that may

have sensitive information, encrypt it". (Jonathan Eisenzopf, 2000)[1]

"Adding that using RC5-64 cipher with longer key sizes such as 128 bits makes it far

more difficult to find a secret key. With a group of other cryptographers, suggested that

users employ keys of at least 90 bits for symmetric cryptosystems such as RC5. Adding

one bit to the length of a key doubles the number of possible keys". (Ron Rivest)

"The cracking of DES is of critical importance for ecommerce, the Internet, and the

World Wide Web. DES is the accepted cryptographic standard currently used by

government and commercial financial institutions to protect important financial data and
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information, for example, routine currency transfers between national commercial banks.

Encryption is the key to so much of the new Net age, and it is imperative that the forces

holding it in check be defeated, the same way DES was cracked, by brute force, if

necessary". (BusinessTech Editorial)

"In contrast to the cooperative preparations requiredfor setting up private key encryption,

such as secret-sharing and close coordination between sender and receiver, you can act

entirely on your own to create and publish two numbers that enable anyone, using the

RSA encryption formula, to send a private message to you through a public channel. The

message becomes "First Class" e-mail, so to speak, as if sealed in an envelope. Using the

two numbers you have published, anyone can scramble a message and send it to you.

You are the only one who can unscramble it—not even the sender of the message can

decrypt the ciphertext". (Jack Dennon)

"The best way to understand asymmetric encryption is to think of a box that has two

kinds of keys: one key locks it and the other unlocks it. Anybody who has a copy of the

locking key (akapublic key) canput a secret in the box. This is different from symmetric

key encryption, in which the same key is used for locking and unlocking. The real

complications arise when you ask such questions as 'How do I generate an RSA key

pair?' or 'How large do the numbers need to be for security?' The answers to these

questions complicate RSA implementations a hundredtimes over". (James Tandon)

"A part of the security aspect is encryption. Often people think that security is "just"

something you plug in afterwards - it is definitely not! A few rules of thumb when

encryption is going to be included in the final product can be summarized into the

following basics: (1) Do not base the encryption on the algorithm itself (2) Make the

algorithm public and the key private. The RSA encryption is typically using CBC mode

(Cipher Block Chaining mode) when encrypting. This means the text that is being

encrypted is divided into blocks. Each blockis chained together, using the XORoperator,

and then encrypted". (Jessn)
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"But when today someone mentions asymmetric cryptography, the RSA-standard is

usually meant. With RSA, each user has a pair of keys. The public key can be exchanged

openly because it is worthless without the private key which each user keeps for

decryption. To make this system work, there has to be a mathematical relationship

between the two keys. This relation is a rather complex one. In the case of RSA, it is

based on multiplying very large prime numbers. Still, the known nature of this

relationship and the public key offersome clues for a hacker". (Tech Spotlights)

"The DES algorithm uses a 56-bit encryption key, meaning that there are

72,057,594,037,927,936 possible keys. The DES Key Search Project developed specially

designed hardware and software to search 90billion keys per second, determining the key

and winning the $10,000 RSA DES Challenge after searching for 56 hours". (Paul

Kocher).

"RSA Public-Key Cryptography needs large integers for reasonable security. The 32-bit

or 64-bit integers available on most machines just aren'tbig enough. Therefore, the RSA

Public-Key Cryptography package uses another package, called the Multiple-Precision

Unsigned Integer Arithmetic, to do its arithmetic. In this package, the number of bits can

be any multiple of 16. A 512-bit key is considered at least moderately secure; 1024 bits

are preferred. The package will, in theory at least, handle any key size which is an even

multiple of 16, up to the point where the computer runs out of memory. However, the

computations for keys more than 1024 bits long are very slow, even on today's fastest

computers". (Philip J. Erdelsky)

"Represented by the equation "c = me mod n" the RSA algorithm is widely considered

the standard for encryption and the core technology that secures the vast majority of the

e-business conducted on the Internet. The U.S. patent for the RSA algorithm (#

4,405,829, "Cryptographic Communications System And Method") was issued to the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) on September 20, 1983, licensed

exclusively to RSA Security and expires on September 20, 2000". (HIPAAdvisory.com)
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"So much misinformation has been spread recently regarding the expiration of the RSA

algorithm patent that we wanted to create an opportunity to state the facts. RSA

Security's commercialization of the RSA patent helped create anentire industry ofhighly

secure, interoperable products that are the foundation of the worldwide online economy.

Releasing the RSA algorithm into the public domain now is a symbolic next step in the

evolution of this market, as we believe it will cement the position of RSA encryption as

the standard in all categories of wired and wireless applications and devices. RSA

Security intends to continue to offer the world's premier implementation of the RSA

algorithm and all other relevant encryption technologies in our RSA BSAFE® software

solutions and we remain confident in our leadership in the encryption market". (Art

Coviello, chief executive officer of RSA Security)

"An asymmetric algorithm, is a trap door one-way function. A one-way function is easy

to perform in one direction, but difficult or impossible to reverse. A trap door one-way

function, is one that is easy to reverse if you have information about the trap door, but

difficult or impossible to reverse ifyou lack that information. Insymmetric cryptography,

the same key is used for both encryption and decryption. This approach is simpler but

less secure since the key must be communicated to and known at both sender and

receiver locations". (Diffie-Hellman)

"Compared with native code, Java VMs are excruciatingly slow. ... Java still cannot

compete with natively compiled C++ code." (PC Magazine, April 7, 1998, 104). The

difference in speed between C++ and Java is very important. Even with all of Java's

benefits, Java will not be widely accepted if it can notperform adequately. C++ has been

widely adopted by developers and they will not be willing to change languages if the
applications they develop with Java do not measure up to their personal and their clients
standards. However, if the speed difference is negligible, developers may be willing to

learn and program in Java because of the significant advantages the language offers.

Before developers can make this decision, they need an accurate picture of what the

speed tradeoffs between the two languages are. Smallest collection of available
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development tools (although this is changing). Language is still immature compared to

alternatives". (PC Magazine)

"Java, being an interpreted system, is currently an order of magnitude slower than C.

Unlike natively compiled code, which is a series of instructions that correlate directly to a

microprocessors instruction set, an interpreter must first translate the Java binary code

into the equivalent microprocessor instruction. Obviously, this translation takes some

amount of time and, no matter how small a length of time this is, it is inherently slower

than performing the same operation inmachine code". (Just Java, 302).

"Phi (upper case <I> or <&; lower case q>, <|>, <p or {P) is the 21st letter ofthe Greek
alphabet. InModern Greek it ispronounced/ee, buta common anglicized pronunciation

isfie. InModern Greek, it represents [f], a voiceless labiodental fricative. InAncient

Greek itrepresented [ph], an aspirated voiceless bilabial plosive. In the system ofGreek

numerals it has a value of 500.

The lower-case letter q> (oroften itsvariant, (|>) is used as a symbol for:

The golden ratio 1.618... in mathematics, art, and architecture.

Euler's totient function in number theory. Also called Euler's phi function, <p(n)

The argument of a complex number in mathematics.

The value of a plane angle in physics and mathematics.

Electric potential in physics.

The work function in electronics.

The phase of a wave in signal processing.

Inspherical coordinates phi is usually used to represent the angle to the z axis.

Any function in mathematics.

The upper-case letter <D is used as a symbol for;
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• Inengineering, thediameter symbol 0is often referred to as "phi". This symbol is

used to indicate thediameter ofa circular section, for example 014 means the

diameter of the circle is 14 units.

• In structural engineering, <E> is notation for a strength (or resistance) reduction

factor, used to account for statistical variabilities in materials and construction

methods.

• The magnetic flux in physics.

• The Cumulative Normal Distribution function in statistics.

• It is also used as a symbol/icon for philosophy". [2]

The applications of encryption:

1) Alchemi

While the performance of enterprise grid symmetric key cryptography that was

implemented using Alchemi shows an increase over the single processor version of the

symmetric key cryptography, the performance improvement is limited by the I/O and

communication overhead. The use of high performance networks can enhance

performance. Another way increase performance to transfer the datadirectly between the

user host and executors. However, it violates the current Alchemi security model and

requires enhancement of Alchemi security to supportrights delegation.

Alchemi is a .NET based grid computing framework developed at the University of

Melbourne. It is an open source project which provides middleware for creating an

enterprise grid computing environment by harnessing Windows machines. Alchemi

supports multithreaded parallel operation in a manner similar to threading in Java or C#,

but with their execution on distributed resources. The parallelism is realized at thread

level and the programmer has to identify functions to be parallelized and implement them

in the form of threads. Currently, inter-thread communication is not supported, so threads

must be independent.
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Figure 2.1: Alchemi's main components

A deployment scheme for Alchemi is shown in Figure 4.2.1. Its main components are

manager and executor that support a master-worker parallel model. Alchemi has a

number of features that ease the process of setting up of a grid environment in an

enterprise. The executors canbe setup in dedicated or nondedicated mode on employees'

desktop computers. Innon-dedicated mode, Alchemi has no impact on the workstation as

far as the user is concerned. The Alchemi manager also requires a Microsoft SQL Server

instance, which is available in most companies. [3]

2) DocLock

DocLock was released in 2005. DocLock stores your sensitive information on your

phone, encrypted with password protection. The application is free, but the developer

requests that you pay to supportdevelopment.
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DocLock - Log In *..e abc Yt\\
Enter password:

mT

msmobihsicom

1 Login

2 Help •

3Fxit

I mi In •lBiiu

Figure 2.2: DocLock interface

From the developer: DocLock stores your sensitive information in a safe place - always

at hand - protected by a single password. After entering and confirming your password,

you will be able to add, edit and remove pieces of sensitive information, organized in

folders, which will be stored using strong 192 bit TripleDES encryption.

Advanced features include monitoring failed "; Log In"; attempts and "Application Lock

Out" whenever too many unsuccessful attempts have occurred. These settings are fully

customizable within the application.

From the security perspective, TripleDES keys are using random byte padding for added

security of your password. Further, your password is stored using irreversible MD5

hashing algorithm, meaning not even the makers of DocLock is capable of getting your

password. Finally 2 minute inactivity Auto Log Out timer makes sure DocLock does not

just "keep running" in the background of yourphone. [4]

3) PGP Whole Disk Encryption

The PGP Whole DiskEncryption product line provides transparent full disk, volume, and

archive encryption as a centrally managed solution ora stand-alone client.
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Mobile computers are quickly emerging as the industry standard for increasing user

productivity and efficiency. The portable nature of these devices also increases the

possibility of loss or theft. Operating system login authentication alone cannot protect

sensitive data on disks. If a system is ever stolen or lost, an enterprise may be exposed to

significant risk of financial loss, legal penalties, and brand damage.

.•H>*' PGP Disk

New Virtual Disk

Encrypt WholeDisk

Figure 2.3: PGP Disk Encryption interface

PGP Whole Disk Encryption for Enterprises locks down the entire contents of a laptop,

desktop, external drive, or USB flash drive, including boot sectors, systemfiles, and swap

files. Encryption runs as a background process that is transparent to the user,

automatically protecting valuable data without requiring the user to take additional steps.

[5]
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY/PROJECT WORK

3.1 Procedure Identification

After researches, studies, and some considerations had been performed, the most suitable

methodology for this project is Rapid Application Development (RAD). In general, the

methodology is defined as a software development process that allows usable systems to

be built in as little as 60-90 days, often with some compromises.

The methodology is an increment software development process model that emphasizes

anextremely short development cycle. The RAD model is "high speed" adaptation ofthe

linear sequential model in which rapid development is achieved by using component-

based construction. If requirements are well understood and project scope is constrained,

the RAD process enables a development team tocreate a "fully functional system" within

very short timeperiods, as mentioned above - 60 to 90 days.

RAD usually embraces object-oriented programming methodology, which inherently

fosters software re-use. The most popular object-oriented programming languages, C++

and Java, are offered in visual programming packages often described as providing rapid

application development.

As mentioned above, Rapid Application Development has two primary advantages:

increased speed and increased quality. The speed increases are due to the use of CASE

tools, the goal of which is to capture requirements and turn them into usable code as

quickly as possible. Quality, as defined by RAD, is defined as both the degree to which a

delivered application meets the expected objectives as well as the degree to which a

delivered system has low maintenance costs.
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RAD Framework Model

Business Modeling

j

Data Modeling .... ____ |

+

Process Modeling

Application
Generation - — i

i

Testing &
Turnover

Figure3.1.1: Rapid Application Development Framework Model

RAD (Rapid Application Development) as depicted inthe above Figure 3.1.1 is a concept

that products can be developed faster and of higher quality through the process flows

specified:

I. Business Modeling

The information flow among business functions is modeled in a way thatanswers the

following question: What information drives the business process? What information

isgenerated? Who generates it? Where does the information go? Who processes it?

It is the first stage in the Rapid Application Design (RAD) Methodology Life-cycle.

During this stage an outline of the system area and definition of the system scope are

developed.
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Those identified outlines or specifications for Encryption & Decryption using

Java's project are:

1) The mechanisms to implement the encryption and decryption system,

using public-key encryption mechanism. Using both keys; public key and

private key.

2) The RSA algorithm itself. What differentiate RSA from other algorithm is

the security that can be used for both public key encryption and digital

signatures. Its security is basedon the difficulty of factoring large integers.

3) Generate secret keys, encrypt/decrypt message that transferred over the

internet. This will assist business personnel to interpret the results or

outcomes secured, hence come out with appropriate and trusted security of

data integrity.

II. Data Modeling and Process Modeling

To describe the processes involved in RAD that meets the specification in

implementing RSA Encryption/Decryption using Java, the framework is as attached

at the next page:
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RSA Encryption/Decryption using Java Framework

Presentation Layer Business Logic Layer
Database

Layer

Web browser Forte for Java Engine

User viewer
Encryption's

process

/ Encrypted /
/ data /

\
JAVA environment

x Decryption's
process

/ Decrypted /
/ data /

Figure 3.1.2: RSA Encryption/Decryption BackEndFramework

At this stage, the framework has been divided into 3 layers which are:

Presentation

This layer will be the front-end of the framework where users can key in the

prime number that have been selected by them and encrypt the message. As for

the recipient, the interface will help themto decrypt the ciphertext afterthe secret

key has been put by them.

Business Logic

For the middle part of the framework, Fortefor Java is the engine for encrypt and

decrypt process. It encrypts the key, unscramble the message to the number

(ciphertext) and provide a secret key which only given and kept to the recipient.
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During this business logic layer, the process of decryption also happened. It

unscrambles back the number to the message that can be read by the recipient.

Database

This project doesn't seriously involve with any database.

III. Application Generation

RAD assumes the use of fourth generation techniques. Rather than creating software

using conventional third generation programming languages, the RAD process works

to reuse existing program components (when possible) or create reusable components

(when necessary). In all cases, automated tools are used to facilitate construction of

the software.

The construction or implementation of the project is referred to the framework model

established at the earlier stage, which is during the framework design stage.

Recommendabie, the project should be executed by developing the system in grid

computing system. The system would be in form of web-based and Linux operating

system. It applicable for user who wants to send data over the networking of a group

of computers, and they have to encrypt the message first before sending it on the

network. Only authenticate users or the recipient will be allowed to read the message.

It is simply because; they have the private key to decrypt the message. Other users

using the same network only can read unrecognized text. But due to time constraint

and hardware matters, the project cannot be implemented.
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IV. Testing and Turnover

Since the RAD process emphasizes reuse, many of the program components have

already been tested. This reduces overall testing time. However, new components

must be tested and all interfaces must be fully exercised.

The transition stage will be executed after those three main stages have been

successfully conducted. The encrypt/decrypt codes will be deployed and some testing

will be performed to test on the features and the functionalities of the project

completed.

Testing will be done at various stages throughout the development of the project; in

fact, it is this testing that will prove or disproved the feasibility of the encryption

scheme. Initial tests will be performed to analyze the key size requirements and the

online-attack time that a potential hacker would have. Multiple tests will then be run

on the brute-force key acquisition model, in order to get a mean time for breaking the

encryption. Finally, extensive testing (for example, run on the VHDL

implementation) to ensure that all encryption and decryption works correctly.

3.2 Tools Required

3.2.1 Hardware

1. Desktop computers (Pentium 4 2.4 GHz, 128MB RAM, 40Gb hard disk

space) Internet connection.

3.2.2 Software

1. Forte for Java
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The installation of Forte for Java is using Java Development Kit and Sun One

Studio/Forte. And below are the characteristics of Forte for Java:

• A powerful, extensible, integrated development environment (IDE) for

developing Java programs.

• Based on NetBeans technology

• Open source, modularIDE written in the Java language

• Can run on any platform with a Java Virtual Machine.

2. Java Virtual Machine

A Java virtual machine (JVM), an implementation of the Java Virtual Machine

Specification, interprets compiled Java binary code (called bytecode) for a

computer's processor (or "hardware platform") so that it can perform a Java

program's instructions. Java was designed to allow application programs to be

built that could be run on any platform without having to be rewritten or

recompiled by the programmer for each separate platform. A Java virtual machine

makes this possible because it is aware of the specific instruction lengths and

other particularities of the platform.

The Java Virtual Machine Specification defines an abstract rather than a real

machine or processor. The Specification specifies an instruction set, a set of

registers, a stack, a "garbage heap," and a method area. Once a Java virtual

machine has been implemented for a given platform, any Java program (which,

after compilation, is called bytecode) can run on that platform. A Java virtual

machine can either interpret the bytecode one instruction at a time (mapping it to

a real processor instruction) or the bytecode can be compiled further for the real

processor using what is called a just-in-time compiler.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The result of the project will be discussed generally in the first half chapter which

consists of less detail regarding the system and the interfaces. While for another half of

the chapter, the discussion is more on implementation of the codes. This is where the

discussion be more details on the algorithm and the coding using Java language. The full

interface of 'RSA Encryption & Decryption using Java' system has been attached under

appendices section.

4.1 Results

Below is a Java applet that allows a user to create RSAkeys and encrypt and decrypt text

or numbers. It is for educational purposes only and is not industrial strength for several

reasons. It also uses basic psuedo-random number generation. The applet can be used

for three tasks - key generation, encryption, and decryption.

4.1.1 Key generation

To use the RSA cipher for public key cryptography, two sets of keys are required.

RSA uses two different but related keys for encryption and decryption.

There is a public key which consists of an encryption value V and a modulus V.

There is also a private key made up of 'd', decryption value and the same V

modulus. The algorithm to generate the key pair is as follows:

• Choosetwo largeprime numbers p and q.
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• Computen, the productof p and q. n is known as the modulus.

• Choose a number e, relatively prime to (p-l)(q-l) and less than n.

• Compute a number d such that ed = 1 mod (p-l)(q-l).

The number e is called the public exponent and the number d is called the private

exponent

The public key is the pair (n,e) andthe private key is the pair (n,d).

Given the public key it is possible to derive private key, but to do this we need to

factorize n to find p and q, and this is believed to be an intractable problem for

sufficiently large n. A quick method of factorizing large numbers would undermine

the security of RSA.

To start, first entertwo primenumbers into the 'p* and 'q' text fields. Or, click on the

"Generate p and q" button and the applet will create two prime numbers that are

any size you select greater than 3 bits long. Bigger numbers are, in general, more

secure (512 will create an 'n' of size 1024, which is standard) but numbers too large

will take a while to generate.

Enter prime 'p' and 'q'values or use the button belowtogenerate them:

17333

p:

115933

q:

!Generate p and qj which are ofaverage bit size: 16

Figure 4.1.1: Interface 1; Generate 'p' and 'q'
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Next, clickon the "Generate n" button. It multiplies 'p*qf andwill give you 'n.'

2009466689

n:

Calculate n

Figure 4.1.2: Interface 2; Generate 'n'

Now clickon "Generate" to come up with a V value that is whatever sizeyouwant

(32 bits usually okay). And finally click on "Calculate d" to get 'd' value.

157

e:

Generate e which is of bit size: 8

Figure 4.1.3: Interface 3; Generate *e'

601520197

d:

Calculate dl

Figure 4.1.4: Interface 4; Calculate 'd'
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Now, to use these values to do public key cryptography make V and V values

available to anyone that wants to send an encrypted message. Keep a copy of the V

value and keep the 'd' value secret.

4.1.2 Encryption

To encrypt a message m, simply perform a modular exponentiation to give the

ciphertext c thus;

c = mc mod n

Notice that m must be less than n. also notice that this procedure is pretty useless if

me turns out to be less than n. For that reason it is usual to ensure that m contain

sufficient padding to ensure that me greaterthan n. Choose padding some of whichis

fixed and some random.

In the project implementation, using the interface, with the V and V values entered,

type a text message in the "Plain text message" area.

Entertext, numbers orencoded numbers below.

univers itytechnology petronas

Convertto Number Convertto Text

Figure 4.1.5: Interface 5; enter a message to be encrypted.
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Since RSA only encrypts numbers, the converting of the message is to number with

the "Convert to number" button. Encryption is done with buttons on the left side

and flows downward; decryption is done with buttons on the right and flows upward.

The last step is encrypting the message by clicking on the "Encrypt" button.

81048102320391133494732839171891108115505207868572668

9969137234425569651

!EncryptI Decrypt

Figure 4.1.6: Interface 6; a message being encrypted, convert to bytes using ASCII

codes.

The encrypted message is left in numerical form because if it was converted back to

text (ASCII), some characters would not show up and could not be copied properly.

18625656171788726308218673340998260774136401652125040

137549694905735645103960

Figure 4.1.7: Interface 7; an encrypted message in numerical form.
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4.1.3 Decryption

The plaintext m is recovered from the ciphertext c by using d instead of e in the

modular exponentiation;

m = cd mod n

Note that ifpadding is used as recommended for encryption, this can be checked to

determine whetherthe decryption has workproperly.

Anyone with the public key can encrypt, but only the owner ofthe private key can

decrypt.

Using the interface, after making sure the proper *d' and V values are entered, place

the encrypted numeric message into the bottom text box labeled "Encoded

numerical message." Use the "Decrypt" button to decode the message, and then

click on the "Convert to text" button.

4.2 The implementation of the codes.

As what have been mentioned earlier, the implementation of the codes for Encryption &

Decryption using Java project has been divided into three tasks; key generation,
encryption, and decryption. For the first task is where all the buttons and boxes being
labeled or can be called as declaration part. For the second task, is the part of encryption

code's implementation. Using RSA algorithm, encrypted text will be converted to
numbers. And for the third task; is where the implementation of decryption's process. It

decrypts back the numbers to the text and can be read by the recipient. Below are the

codes for the system.
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4.2.1 Key generation.

Key generation is the process of generating keys for cryptography. A key is used to

encrypt and decrypt whatever data is being encrypted and decrypted.

For the codes implementation, each labels, buttons, and boxes are being labeled in the

same order as they appear on the interface

Below is the code to implement or generate the prime numbers. This is the certainty

that the biglnteger class will generate a prime number. It's currently set at 20 which

means the odds of being a prime is 1-2A20 or about one in a million of it being non-

prime. If this number is increased the time to generate a prime goes up.

int prime_certainty = 20;

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) {

if (event.getSource{) = generate_pqButton) {

int pq_size = new Integer(generate_pq_sizeField.getText()).intValue();

if(pq_size>=4) {

qTextArea.setText{new Biglnteger(pq_size + 1, prime_certainty, new

pTextArea.setText(new Biglnteger(pq_size -1, prime_certainty, new

}

else {

pTextArea.setText("Enter larger p and q size.");

}
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If the "generate pq" button is pushed then get the desired size of 'p' and *q' then let

the Biglnteger class generate the prime. The size of 'p' and 'q' is offset so that we

can guarantee that 'p' and 'q' will not be too close to each other. This makes

guessing 'p' and 'q' by searching valuesnext to the square root of 'n' more difficult.

And next, is to send the data from 'p' and *q' to calculate V function.

else if (event.getSourceO = calculatejiButton) {

nTextArea.setText(calculate_n(newBigInteger(pTextArea.getTextO),

newBigInteger(qTextArea.getTextO)).toString());

}

Then, send the data from 'p', 'q' and the size of *e' to the generate_e function;

else if (event.getSource()== generate_eButton) {

eTextArea.setText(generate_e(new
BigInteger(pTextArea.getTextO),

newBiglnteger(qTextArea.getTextO),

newInteger(generate_e_sizeField.getTextO).intValue())

.toStringO);

if (new Biglnteger(eTextArea.getTextO).compareTo(new
BigInteger("0")) = 0){

eTextArea.setText ("Error, no valide couidbe found. Try a
different n value or e size");

}
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if(newBigInteger(eTextArea.getText()).compareTo(new
BigInteger(nTextArea.getTextO))>= 0) {

eTextArea.setText ("Error, e must be less than n. Try a
smaller e, or larger n size");

Next, send data from 'p% 'q' and 'e' to the calculate_d function

else if (event.getSourceO — calculate_dButton) {

dTextArea. setText(

calculate_d(newBigInteger(pTextArea.getText()),

newBigInteger(qTextArea.getText()),

newBigInteger(eTextArea.getText()))

.toStringO);

}

This converts the plain text string into a number by reading the string in, converting

to bytes (ascii), then converting these bytes into a Biglnteger. The opposite happens

in the next function.

else if (event.getSourceO = convert_to_numberButton) {

mTextArea.setText(newBigInteger(plainTextArea.getText0.getBytes()).toString());

}

else if (event.getSource() = convertJoJextButton) {

plainTextArea.setText(newString(newBigInteger(mTextArea.getTextO).toByteArrayO));
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And next is to send the data to be encrypted and decrypted.

else if (eventgetSourceO = encryptButton) {

cTextArea.setText(encrypt(new
BigInteger(mTextArea.getText()),

newBiglnteger(eTextArea.getTextO),

newBiglnteger(nTextArea.getTextO)).toStringO);

}

else if (event.getSourceO = decryptButton) {

mTextArea.setText(decrypt(new
BigInteger(cTextArea.getText()),

newBigInteger(dTextArea.getText()),

newBigInteger(nTextArea.getTextO)).toStringO);

}

To generate 'e' first phi(pq) (which is equal to phi(n)) is calculated. This is equal to

(p-l)*(q-l). Then the loop searches for pseudo-randomly generated 'e' ofa specified
size until one is found that is relatively prime to phi(pq) (gdc(e,phi_pq) = 1). The

generate random prime function was used, because it guarantees a specific bit size of
the number it returns. The regular method of generating a pseudo-random number

only guarantees the number is between 0 and 2An-l. Another way would be just
adding a one to the front ofa random number, but it is set the primarily certainty to 0

because V inconsiderable as prime. The last line is to ensure it does not go into an

infinite loop if 'e' cannot befound for that bit size.
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Biglnteger generate_e(BigInteger p, Biglnteger q, int bitsize) {

Biglnteger e, phi_pq;

e = new BigInteger("0");

phi_pq = q.subtract(new Biglnteger(" 1"));

phi_pq= phi_pq.multiply(p.subtract(new Biglnteger("1")));

int i = 0;

do{

e = (new Biglnteger(bitsize, 0, new RandomO)).setBit(0);

i = i+l;

} while( i<100 &&(e-gcd(phi_pq).compareTo(new Biglnteger(" 1"))1= 0));

If no valid 'e' is found return an error (originally return an invalid e).

if(e.gcd(phi_pq).compareTo(newBiglnteger("l")) != 0) {

e = new BigInteger("0");

return e;

Once again the Biglnteger class saves the programmer a lot of work. Calculate

phi_pq ((p-l)*(q-l)) and then let the modlnverse function do the hard part of finding

eA(-l) mod phi_pq.
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Biglnteger calculate_d(BigInteger p, Biglnteger q, Biglnteger e) {

Biglnteger d, phi_pq;

phi_pq = q.subtract(new Biglnteger("l"));

phi_pq = phi_pq.multiply(p.subtract(new Biglnteger(" 1")));

d = e.modInverse(phi_pq);

return d;

}

Returns n=p*q

Biglnteger calculate_n(BigInteger p, Biglnteger q) {

return p.multiply(q);

}

4.1.2 Encryption

Encryption is done using the modPow function provide by the Biglnt class.

Biglnteger encrypt(BigInteger m, Biglnteger e, Biglnteger n) {

Biglnteger c, bitmask;

c = new BigInteger("0");

int i = 0;

bitmask = (new BigInteger("2")).pow(n.bitLengthO-l)-Subtract(new Biglnteger(" 1"));
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while (m.compareTo(bitmask) = 1) {

c = m.and(bitmask).modPow(eJn).shiftLeft(i*n.bitLength()).or(c);

m = m.shiftRight(n.bitLengthO-l);

i = i+l;

}

c = m.modPow(e,n).shiftLeft(i*n.bitLengthO).or(c);

return c;

4.2.3 Decryption

Decryption is done just as encryption above, only now the data is read in chunks the

same size as V, and the result, if correct, will be one bit less than the size of 'n'

(because that was the originalchuck size).

Biglnteger decrypt(BigInteger c,Biglnteger d,Biglnteger n) {

Biglnteger m, bitmask;

m = new BigInteger("0");

int i = 0;

bitmask = (new BigInteger("2")).pow(n.bitLengthO).subtract(new Biglnteger(" I"));

while(c.compareTo(bitmask) = 1) {

m= c.and(bitmask).modPow(d,n).shiftLeft(i*(n.bitLengthO-l)).or(m);

c = c.shittRightfn.bitLengthO);

i = i+l;

}

m = c.modPow(d,n).shiftLeft(i*(n.bitLengthO-l)).or(m);

return m;

}
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Conclusion

Encryption can play a very important role in day-to-day computing and communicating.

With the implementation RSA Encryption & Decryption using Java's project, it helps

user to protect their privacy of data from being seen by others. It simple and easy to be

used, even the process of encryption/decryption of RSA looks complicated to be

understood at the early stage. However, encryption gives many advantages as stated

below;

• Encryption can protect information stored on your computer from unauthorized

access - even from people who otherwise have access to your computer system.

• Encryption can protect information while it is in transit from one computer system

to another.

• Encryption can be used to deter and detect accidental or intentional alterations in

your data.

• Encryption canbe used to verify whether or not the author of a document is really

who you think it is.

Despite these advantages, this project has some weaknesses. Encryption provides

protection to your databut encryption alsohas its limits:

• Encryption can'tprevent an attacker from deleting your data altogether.

• An attacker can compromise the encryption program itself. The attacker might

modify the program to use a key different from the one you provide, or might

record all of the encryption keys in a special file for laterretrieval.
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• An attacker might find a previously unknown and relatively easy way to decode

messages encrypted with the algorithm you are using.

• An attackercould accessyour file before it is encryptedor after it is decrypted.

For all these reasons, encryption should be viewed as a part of our overall computer

security strategy, butnotas a substitute for other measures such as proper access controls.

5.2 Future recommendation

5.2.1 Implement the algorithm within the grid computing.

Grid computing is gaining a lot of attention within the IT industry. Although it has

been used within the academic and scientific community for some time, standards,

enabling technologies, toolkits, and products are becoming available that allow

businesses to use and reap the advantages of Gridcomputing. As with many emerging

technologies, you will find almost as many definitions of Grid computing as people

you ask.

Because a grid may be large, dispersed, and heterogeneous, designing a grid

application can present a challenge. While a non-grid application runs in a relatively

stable, well-defined, and often dedicated environment, a grid-enabled application runs

in a dynamic, sometimes loosely defined, andheavily networked environment

The grid application needs to handle any and all requirements for authentication,

access control, data integrity, confidentiality of data, and public and private key

management. The Globus Toolkit provides a Certificate Authority (CA) to use in

establishing the identity of each member of a grid. The Public Key Infrastructure

(PKI) and the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) are helpful. In addition, the grid

application must handle both symmetric and asymmetric encryption schemes.
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5.2.2 The combination of symmetric and asymmetric key

If we want the benefits of both types of encryption algorithms, the general idea is to

create a random symmetric key to encrypt the data, and then encrypt that key

asymmetrically. Once the key is asymmetrically encrypted, we add it to the encrypted

message. The receiver gets the key, decrypts it with their private key, and uses it to

decrypt the message.

Cryptography is a very robust field. In the current state of cryptography, the keys are

the most important tools in keeping data secure. Keeping the private keys secure and

large enough will make it very difficult to crack an encryption system.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: RSA example

Figure 4-1 RSA example

Step:
Preparation

a) Choose two primes p and q so
that their product n=p*q is
greater than the used alphabet
length M (i.e. here M-26).

a) Say p=3 and q=ll, then n=33

b) Compute (p(n). b)cp(33) = (3-l)*(ll-l) = 20

2. Step:
Encryption
uses the

public key
(n,e)

a) Choose a public encoding key
e that has to be relative prime to
cp(n).

b) Now encrypt each plain letter
P by computing

a) Here, possible values for e are 3,
7, 9, 11,13, 17,19. Let's pick e=3.
b) Encrypt as follows:

S =18: 183 = 24MOD33
A-0: 03- 0 MOD 33
F = 5: 53 = 26 MOD 33

C=PeMODn. E = 4: 43= 31 MOD 33

3. Step:
Decryption

a) The private decoding key d is
chosen as the inverse of e MOD

a) d-7 since 3*7-1 MOD 20.

uses the

private key
(d,n)

(p(n): e*d=l MOD cp(n)
Mathematically, find integers d
and k that fulfill: e * d = 1 + k *

b)
247=18MOD33, 18=S.

07 - 0 MOD 33, 0=A.
(p(n) via the Extended Euclidean
Algorithm.

267= 5 MOD 33, 5=F.
317= 4 MOD 33, 4=E.

b) Decrypt by computing P=Cd
MODn
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